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Language: Actors: Dharmendra, Sunny Deol, Bobby Deol, Shilpa Shetty, Katrina Kaif, Director: Anil Sharma, Year: 2008 Detective thriller with action elements. Professional hitman Johnny Yun is tasked with taking out his former employer, drug lord Matius Weissman, who has decided to stage a coup in Moscow. And one of his henchmen, a certain John Doyle, together with Russian intelligence agent
Maxim Boroda, are trying to find out who and why advised Weissman to stage coups in several cities. Soon, Johnny learns about the strange deaths around the world of people associated with his customer, and that the city in which all this happens has another name. He decides to follow the path of Matthias, but he has one clue that will help him bring the matter to an end. He goes to the mountains where

this town is located. Biologist Howard Lovecraft accidentally stumbled upon an abandoned city inhabited by people who can fly through the air. In order to unravel the secrets of this incredible city and save its inhabitants from the crazy experiments of a crazy professor who has gone out of control, he will have to go to a mysterious tower and find answers to all his questions there. In the distant future,
when technology has stepped far forward, despite the best efforts of scientists, humanity is faced with a serious problem. The process of extinction of flora and fauna began, which over time became more and more intense. Due to the ongoing changes on the planet, the number of people suffering from various mental disorders has increased dramatically. But even the strongest predator will not be able to

survive in a pack if you show him the corpses of other animals every day. A band of rebels led by the League of Assassins is looking for somewhere to hide from their pursuers. Ordinary girl Kim Baek is abducted by aliens and brought to Earth, where she is temporarily placed in a prison specially created for aliens. However, the girl soon escapes and returns home, where everything goes on as usual, if not
for some problem associated with clones - a cloning operation that was carried out many years ago. The film is a continuation of the television series of the same name, which was shown to the audience by a former CIA officer. The premiere of the first part took place in 2004. The plot focuses on the work of Connor, who works as a consultant to various government agencies and also helps the Marines. U
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